
 
 

‘FOLLOW YOUR HEART’ 
Cast Bios 

 

GALADRIEL STINEMAN (Kathy Yoder) – Galadriel Stineman became a familiar face to many 
after her several season arc as Cassidy on ABC’s “The Middle.”  She’s also well-known as 
superhero Gwen Tennyson in the live-action television movie “Ben 10: Alien Swarm” and as Ashley 
on PS4’s smash hit video game “Until Dawn.” 
 

Galadriel has guest-starred and recurred on countless hit shows including “Glee,” “Shameless,” 
“NCIS: LA,: “Bones,” “True Blood” and many more.  Most recently, she had memorable roles on 
“This Is Us,” “The Kids Are Alright,” “9-1-1” and the comedy feature Blowing Up Right Now. 
 

In her spare time, Stineman loves to read everything she can get her hands on, garden and write.  
She can often be found roughing it in the woods, camping and hiking with her family.  Stinemn 
is a long-time supporter of the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, for which she avidly 
raises awareness, fundraises and speaks at events. 
 

# # # 
 
KEVIN JOY (Issac Mast) – Audiences most often recognize Kevin Joy from his roles in “Grimm,” 
“NCIS,” “The Middle,” “90210” and many more.  A familiar face in television movies, Joy recently 
appeared in Lifetime films “The Wrong Swipe” and “The Ex Next Door,” as well as Netflix’s “The 
Last Rampage.” 
 

Joy is a graduate of Upright Citizens Brigade improv and sketch program and an avid writer.  A 
lifelong reader, he graduated from California State University at Northridge with a degree in 
English Literature.  
 

When he’s not on camera, Joy can be found roaming the great outdoors and camping with his 
family.  A passionate world traveler, he most recently spent three weeks exploring Vietnam and 
South Korea. 
 

# # # 
 
JONATHAN PATRICK MOORE (Jack) – Jonathan Patrick Moore graduated from the Adelaide 
Centre for Performing Arts in Australia.  He started as a series regular on the long running 
Australian TV series “Neighbours” and medical series “All Saints.”  Since then, he has continued 
to work on US television series, notably playing Connor Lake on The CW’s “The LA Complex” and 
a number of television movies such as Lifetime’s “William and Kate, “The Blue Eyed Butcher” and 
ABC Family’s “The Mistletones” opposite Tia Mowry-Hardrict and Tori Spelling.  Most recently, 
Moore recurs in NBC’s “Blindspot,” NBC’s “NCIS,” TNT’s “Rizzoli and Isles,” “Back To Christmas” 
for Baby Step Productions/Mar Vista Entertainment and “The Right Girl” by Larry Levinson 
Productions. 
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